NEW BOOKS FROM “AMERICAN FLYER EXPRESS”

Factory Memos to AF Service Stations; $25
Photo Directory to AF Steam Engines; $45
AF Locomotives Designed but Never Produced; $15

New Am. Flyer parts recently available:
Improved Baldwin rear cab-panel, and platform & steps
Brass exit nozzle for SIT smoke chamber
Brass bell for 759-style Bell Danger Signals
314AW Solid-state Whistle Relay replacement
Smoke element rebuild kits for Franklin—Dockside—HO units.
Baker’s Chocolate milk containers (similar to “Borden’s”)
Santa Fe and Silver Flash ALCO decal sets with corrected colors
293-style rear tender trucks with pickups
Plastic 12” tower ladders
751 plunger & rod for Log Lifter solenoid
Link coupler springs (originally only used on aluminum cars)
719-style coal dump side-door semi-circular gear
Sawmill cart and sawmill boom cab axles and wheels
“Challenger” smoke fluid, and Oil (2 oz needle-tip)
Red chimney for Baggage Smasher and Suburban Station roofs
Northern tender frames
Screw-base LED “bulbs”
Various new Plasticville parts
Truck cast sideframes for Franklin, Aluminum, and Plastic passenger cars, and for GP7 and ALCO diesel trucks
Northern boiler fronts for Prewar O-gauge, and for 1946 S-gauge Northerns
Pullmor traction bands, US-made, for all Lionel-Flyer engines,
Pullmor low-flange traction steam wheel rims
Diecast low-flange Pullmor traction wheels
Track trip for HayJector-TieJector cars
787 Log Lifter bracket
Walking Brakeman (Smitty) base, rod, and mohair

TWIN WHISTLE BOSTON FIRE HOUSE with HOSE TOWER.
HOSE TOWER available separately for other uses.

TRACK OPTIONS WE CARRY
AMERICAN FLYER FASTRACK from Lionel:
MTH / SHS S-TRAX / FOX VALLEY
AMERICAN MODELS; ASG; GARGRAVES; Orig. A.F.
Check our website inventory for current availability & pricing!

QUALITY WHEEL PULLER FOR S, O, AND STANDARD GAUGE ENGINES
— AIRCRAFT-STEEL TIPS
$49.95
PORT LINES HOBBY SUPPLIES
“Specialists in American Flyer Trains, & S-Gauge Railroading”

Doug Peck
6 Storeybrooke Drive
Newburyport, MA 01950
Toll-free (888) - 708 - 0782
E-mail: doug@portlines.com

We stock most major S manufacturers, including:

- American Flyer by Gilbert
- S-Helper Service
- Dallee Electronics
- Royal Train Equipment
- Tortoise Switch Machines
- Gargraves Track
- Greenberg Books
- Ertl
- Kalmbach Publications
- Leventon Hobby Supplies
- Bar Mills Models
- DSL Shops
- Z-Stuff Signals
- Timko Can Motors
- Reveresco Figures
- American S-Gauge Track
- American Flyer by Lionel
- Pre-Size Specialties
- Heimburger House Publishing
- Twin Whistle Structures
- Classic Model Trains Paints
- Kadee Couplers
- Motrak Models
- Des Plaines Hobbies
- RP/CYC Publishing
- “Supersmoke”, & “An1” smoke fluids
- TM Videos
- Mount Blue Models
- Banta Modelworks
- SnS Can-Motors
- Crown Models
- American Models
- S-Helper Service
- Model Tech Studios
- Lehigh Valley Models
- Palace Car Co.
- All Precision Products
- PM Hobbies
- Train-Tracker Inventory Software
- Berkshire Junction Electronics
- Royal Train Equipment
- American Models
- S-Helper Service
- Amfoo Inc.
- Heimburger House Publishing
- Lehigh Valley Models
- Palace Car Co.
- All Precision Products
- PM Hobbies
- Train-Tracker Inventory Software
- Berkshire Junction Electronics
- American Models
- S-Helper Service

“New England’s S-Gauge Specialists”
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- DSL Shops
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- Reveresco Figures
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- Pre-Size Specialties
- Heimburger House Publishing
- Twin Whistle Structures
- Classic Model Trains Paints
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- Des Plaines Hobbies
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- TM Videos
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- Crown Models
- American Models
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- All Precision Products
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- American Models
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- American Models
- S-Helper Service

OUR COMPLETE AF PARTS CATALOG (over 100 pages; no pictures) IS ACCESSIBLE FROM OUR WEBSITE, with SECURE On-Line ordering capability through our Shopping Cart System. ALSO AVAILABLE BY MAIL, FOR $9.00 POSTPAID. FROM OUR WEBSITE, YOU CAN ALSO ACCESS, & ORDER FROM, OUR CURRENT INVENTORY OF MANY S-MANUFACTURERS, INCLUDING AMERICAN MODELS, S-HELPER SERVICE, MTH, & LIONEL!

SHOW SALES: We usually set up for on-site sales at the following major train shows each year---

April: York TCA Meet; York, PA: (Purple Hall)
July-August: NASG National Convention [NOTE: No AF parts at this show, except by advance request for delivery.]
October: York TCA Meet; York, PA: (Purple Hall)

E-MAIL MAILING-LIST: Due to costs, we do not maintain a regular postal mailing list. Instead, for immediate notification about new products, order deadlines, and other significant “S” news, add your name to our automatic monthly E-mail Newsletter. You will receive such notifications in a “blind-copy” format so that your email address is not visible to anyone else on the list. To be added to our Auto E-Mail Newsletter, just e-mail us requesting to be added. Please include your name and postal mailing address as well. You may request removal at any time.

PLAN AHEAD: We are CLOSED and unavailable to process orders from Wednesday, July 24 through Wednesday, August 7, 2019. NO orders can be filled while we’re away. Our next show: August 2-3; NASG Nat’l Convention

http://www.portlines.com
doug@portlines.com